• Adventurous conversations

Messages are confidential

• The development of a
collaboratively negotiated
working agreement

When leaving a message, let us know how to contact you in confidence

• To address what is most
relevant and important to
your practice.

Bookings are essential
Appointments can be made by phone, text, website or email
Contact by phone between 8am and 5pm weekdays

• A qualified experienced
supervisor who draws on
sound theoretical ideas

PO Box 754 Thames 3540
New Zealand

• Professional, ethical
practice

Adventurous Conversations Ltd

You can expect

Phone: +64 27 604 9605
Website: www.adventurousconversations.com

It can be risky to invite a
colleague
into
supervision
conversations
that
often
involve
venturing
into
unknown territory.

Email: admin@adventurousconversations.com

Why Adventurous
Conversations?

Professional
Supervision

Individuals – Teams - Groups

Online or onsite

(by

negotiation)
Member registered with NZ
Association of Counsellors
Dapaanz Accredited Clinical
Supervisor

Want to know more?
Contact me to arrange a
complimentary 30-minute
introductory consultation

Wendy Talbot

PhD, MCouns.,
BCouns., PGCertCounsSup.

My supervision philosophy
Supervision is relational. We are all in
relationships - with ourselves, with
those who consult us in our work, with
our work contexts, professions and
personal lives.
Supervision can help to reflect on
relationships and situations and develop
reflexive, informed and intentional
professional practice.

Theoretical approaches that
inform my practice
Over the last 20 years my practice has
been informed by social constructionist
and poststructuralist approaches to
supervision and counselling. These
include a range of narrative therapies
and approaches that attend to cultural
and political contexts.

Choosing a supervisor is an important
step to take. I offer a no obligation
complimentary 30-minute phone or
online consultation to discuss the
possibilities for supervision.

In our first supervision
conversation
As part of a collaborative and informed
working relationship we will develop a
written,
time-limited
working
agreement that includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our hopes, expectations and
responsibilities for our work
together
Appointment times and availability
Our theoretical approaches
Our ethical codes and
considerations
Session bookings, cancellation and
postponement
Documentation storage and access
Costs and methods of payment
Addressing concerns
Reviewing our work

My experience and
qualifications
I have worked for more than 25
years in counselling, professional
supervision, group facilitation and
counsellor education.
Work
contexts
include
tertiary
counselling
services,
tertiary
education institutions, community
agencies, and private practice. A key
research area has been couple
relationships.
Relevant qualifications include Post
Grad.
Cert.
in
Counselling.
Supervision.,
PhD,
Master
of
Counselling
and
Bachelor
of
Counselling.
I prefer to work in a relational way
because issues rarely impact on one
person and always involve social and
cultural contexts.
Contact me at
Adventurous Conversations Ltd
PO Box 754 Thames 3540
New Zealand
Telephone: +64 27 604 9605
Email:
admin@dventurousconversations.com
Website:
www.adventurousconversations.com

